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Company Search 
You found a partner in Ghana but you want to know more about it business, administrative 
and legal background? CCIFG is able to assess the company so as to provide you with the 
necessary information to pursue your discussion in transparency.

Contact lists 
You have a good knowledge of the Ghanaian market but are yet to find accurate contacts to 
pursue your interest? CCIFG can support your business development by providing you with 
a list of qualified decision makers within your target range.

Market Study 
You want to assess the attractiveness of the Ghanaian market? CCIFG market studies are 
tailored made and will bring you macro-economics and sectorial elements, along with 
information on the competition and regulations, to translate your development potential in 
Ghana.

Test on Offer 
You are willing to test your offer in Ghana? CCIFG can handle the presentation of your 
solutions to identified prospects. Thanks to a detailed report, you will benefit from a neutral 
feedback on your offer and recommendations regarding the most attractive prospects and 
how you should approach the market.

Prospective mission 
You are looking forward to your business trip to Ghana in order to meet potential partners? 
CCIFG will organize a meeting schedule with prospects that are interested into your offer, 
with an agenda commonly agreed on.

Contacts follow-up 
To maintain contact and follow up on your business ties initiated during your prospective 
mission, CCIFG gets back in touch with the companies met so as to provide you with up to 
date information regarding the level of advancement from the prospect’s point of view.

Tender watch 
You want to be informed about tenders issued by companies in the public and / or private 
sector? We will send you all the details of the tender, in addition to all useful contact details.
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Prospecting Ghanaian market 



Registration procedures 
Following the success of your prospective mission, you are willing to set up in Ghana to 
develop your business in the country. CCIFG accompanies you throughout the entire 
registration procedures thanks to our dedicated service “implantation+”

Office rental 
You are looking for a suitable and well located place to settle your team? CCIFG offers you 
the possibility of renting a fully equipped office (furniture, internet, printer…) in the 
convenient area of Airport Residential.

HR Solutions 
You need HR solutions to strengthen your presence in Ghana? CCIFG, in collaboration with 
its partners, is able to perform tailor-made employment services, wage portal solutions in 
addition to assisting with immigration procedures to support your growth. 

Training 
You are looking to improve skills of your staff? CCIFG with its partner gives you access to 
specific and dedicated training programs to improve skills of your team members on 
specific topics.

Domiciliation 
You are searching for an administrative support such as PO Box to receive your mails? 
CCIFG can handle the reception of your mails and do basic administrative work for your 
company. 
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Develop your business in Ghana 

For more information or quotation: 
Michelle HALM, Business Support coordinator 

michelle.halm@ccifranceghana.com 



Contact lists 
You have a good knowledge of the French market but are yet to find accurate contacts to 
pursue your interest? CCIFG thanks to its partners in France can support your business 
development by providing you with a list of qualified decision makers within your target 
range.
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Prospecting French market 

Prospective mission 
You are looking for clients, distributors or potential partners in France ? CCIFG with its 
partner organizes a dedicated program of meetings according to your needs. 

Thanks to its partners, CCIFG is able to support your development phases in France by 
arranging a personalized and dedicated program. 

For more information or quotation: 
Michelle HALM, Business Support coordinator 

michelle.halm@ccifranceghana.com 


